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Nineteen twenty-eight was the last 'year of peace' before the Great Depression, the year that

brought penicillin and the Geiger counter into the world. Brecht's Threepulny Operaopened in

thatyear and the unquiet sounds of Ravel's Bolero,so expressive of the age, were first heard.

That was when readers were first presented with llf and Petrov's undying satirical novelThe

Tulelae Chairs. For economists, however, the year is important for another reason. János

Kornai was born on January 2I, 1928 into a well-to-do family, as the fourth child of a

Budapest lawyer. His name has become associated throughout the world with Hungarian

economics, just as Bartók and Liszt have with Hungarian music, or since December 10, Imre

Kertész has with Hungarian literature. His works have exerted an elemental force in

Hungary and abroad as well- including and abov e aII Tlle Economics of Sbortage. This work in

its time made the countries of 'existing socialism', from Czechoslovakia to Vietnam, known

to themselves, but it also made known to \Western economists the logic and 'planned

confusion' of a planned economy, which they had scarcely been able to conceive. F{owever,

that would not have sufficed to bringJános Kornai worldwide success. Although this has

tended to be emphasi zed rc a lesser extent, Shortage and János Kornai's other works

exploring states of disequilibrium also made a significant contribution to the self-knowledge

of developed 2Oth-century market economies.

János Kornaib life bears no resemblance to those of his peers who were born in

America. A typical' 7estern career is almost banal to relate: the path leads straight from a

bachelort degree at some lvy Leagtre university through rapid academic advancement to the

status of an encyclopedia entry. The unusual career path of János Kornai, from journalism

on Szabad Nép, the ruling communist-part y daiIy , to a professorship at F{arvard University,

can hardly be called straight. Paradoxically, however, few careers have been more

consistently structured than his has. Perhaps it is enough to sugBest its self-structured nature

and the coherence of his life's work by making two short quotations, from his first major

work, which appeared ín L957, and from his 1993 work:

'"hat had to be examined here was how the annual and qu.arterly plans are prepared in

practice, how the negotiations between industry and trade take place in real life, etc.For this

very reason, an especially important role in the examination,went to direct obseraation,wide-



ranging discourse with experts and practical directors of economic life, and llearing and

comparing their experiences.'i

'In many cases, the conclusive evidence supporting a proposition is provided by those

who live in a socialist country. Do they recognize the situation described in the book? Does

what is written coincide with ubat thql experience dq oftu day as consumers or producers,

managers or employees, buyers or sellers? I also see myself as a witness. Moreover, I have

conuersed uitb mary ulitnesses over several decades; I have read many case studies, accounts,

minutes, written reports, interviews and sociographical descriptions that can be taken as

testimony.'ii

It is not generally known, but even the very first statement of evidence,was addressed to

an international public. Oaqcmtralization in Economic Adrninistration,which I have just quoted,

went on to be published in an English version in 1959, by Oxford University Press. Already

in that first book of his, János Kornai had broken through the constraints of language and

those deriving from the system under which he lived. Knowing the conditions at the time, it

is hard to overestimate the importance to the international economists'profession of his

authentic report from a world on which \Western readers had only rumours to Bo on for

information, while scientific 'objectivity'was largely a prejudiced product of Sovietology.

The fate of his first, t957 bookiiiforeshadowed the duality in Kornai's career. His works

address both the people of the Central and Eastern European region- the 'Austro-

Hungarian'subspecies of Homo soaieticu.s (including the succeeding generation, which bears

that heavy burden)- and the attentive readers of ' 7estern academia.

Despite the unfamiliar biographical details and the ripples of adventure in them, Milán

Fiist's description of himself fits János Kornai as well: 'I have no life stor/l only a work

story.'i" Though that work story is still being written every day of th e 2l,stcentury, it forms a

closed entity, a classic oeuvre, trimmed of outward trappings, whose creator has assembled it

with the same care he expends on everything that comes out of his workshop, even the

shortest of conference contributions.

A big contribution to the refinement of János Kornai's works has come from his

mathematical parlance and penchant for abstract models. These have accompanied his work,

from his 1965 study 'Mathematical Programming as a Tool in Drawing Up the Five Year

Economic Plan', published abroad, through his famous afticle 'Nyomás és szívás a piacon'

(Pressure and Suction on the Market), to his latest writings. To him, however, modelling and



mathematical methods are never an end in themselves. The abstract models he constnrcts

are intended to explain facts, and produced in constant interaction with the facts through

continual testing. This approach was already apparent in one of his earliest studies (written in

conjunction with Tamás Lipták), on two-tier plannirg."

A forthcoming interview with Kornai confirms this:

'In aIl my writings [in that period], I accepted as a starting point that whatever the case

we have a plan- this is given, at least for the present. Can we do anything to make the plan

more consistent and improve some of its indices? 'e 
had no welfare function or similarly

refined tool for doinB so. To me, refining the plan was a modest undertaking, and looking

back on it, I think it was good training for those engaged in the undertaking. The experience

I gained in mathematical modelling taught me an important lesson: the plan does not work

in practice and could never work. There is no such thing as 'good central planning', no Floly

Grail.'

Kornai at that time had wanted only to assist with the problems of reality through

modelling, but he found that modelling shed an entirely new light on reality. Merciless

mathematica|logic forced him to realízethat the reality was unsustainable. The importance

of consistent theory in his later career was not to show that it took precedence over facts,

but its ability to shed light on the dim set of facts. János Kornait insistence on facts luckily

differs from the custo mary behaviour in the profession, summed up so graphically by

Vernon Smith, who pointed out, 'Economics as currently learned and taught in graduate

school and practiced afterward is more theory-intensive and less observation-intensive than

perhaps any other science. I think the statement that "No mere fact ever v/as a match in

economics for a consistent theo íyDvi accurately describes the prevailing attitude in the

profession.'ii

In János Kornai's case, his efforts to create a consistent theory and strong inclination

towards generalízation do not conflict with his healthy scepticism about theories and inner

urge to test them. On the other hand, modelling also became a kind of asylum for him in the

1960s and I970s! The mathematical mode of expression was the capsule, which could be

filled with bitter truths without forcing their author to 'refine'or falsify them. For who

would have thought of searching for rebellious ideas in a study of game-theory modelling of

two-tier planning or in Anti-Equilibrium? Y etthese plainly contained the ideas that would seal

the destiny of the system, although they still awaited readers who could understand them.



The long period of maturation that they underwent did them good, not damage. To a pair of

expressions from Kornai, 'postponement'in this case,was not tantamount to'omission'. His

ideas exploded among scholarly public opinion at just the time when they could exert the

strongest influence.

Kornai's success was increased by its occurring at 'just the right moment'. It was just the

right time for abstract description of the absence of equilibrium to give way to the graphic,

incisive description of Tbe Economics of Sbortage. íhile he had been ripening his ideas in his

study, time had been ripening the opportunity for expressing them. But that, perhaps, may

apply to all 1reat recognitions. János Kornai's consistent intellectual construction work,

which reached a climax in the book, became fulfilled just at the time when it appeared, just

when the situation was ripe for its reception. It is misleading to imagine that reception and

acceptance of the truths presented in Sbortage had been prevented for ten or twenty years

only by the oppressive intellectual climate or the censorship in Hungary. Not even the
'\W'estern public v/as prepared before 1980 to accept the fatal diagnosis for socialism that the

book gave. (It enough here to mention the extreme fallacies about socialism- opposite in

sign, but equally damaging: the uncritical enthusiasm of the left-wing intelligentsia and the

ignorant prejudices of the Kremlinologists.) Sbortage appeared at the right time for

everybody. It sobered all the well-intentioned reformers, who had thought that the system

could be changed. The final and irrevocable sefilement of accounts with these illusions can

be dated from the appearance of János Kornai's book.

Not only Tlle Economics of Sbortage, but other works of Kornai's have appeared'just at the

right time'. This applies especially to the Passionate Pamphlet oí I98g,"Íii which ,was a unique

undertaking of its kind. By exploring the most urgent tasks of transformation, Kornai really

put his hand in the fire. It seemed almost rash to point out clearly the main lines of action at

a time of dislocation, when uncertainty reigned, arguments were confused and the familiar

opportunities were closed. Yet that is what he did in his PassionatePamphler. Thetimes caused

even so objective a scholar as Kornai to forsake his accustomed paths of analysis.i* The

distant researcher began to go beyond diagnosis to give advice, undertaking to navigate the

ship that had slipped its anchor and begun to drift, intervening in economic policy, after

being so concerned not to do so hitherto. János Kornai recommended radical stabilization

surgery. However, even the work's resounding success at home and abroad was not enough

to spur the decision-makers to action, as a pamphlet should.



It is worth toying with the idea of what would have happened if... What would have

happened if the first freely elected Hungarian government had adopted his proposals?' 7'hat

would have happened if the decision-makers had centred their activities on setting the

economy to rights and accomplishing a swift and radical transformation, instead of on

political struggles and 'settlement' of the past? Hardly anphing was implemented of Kornai's

uncompromising programme of transformation towards the market. People say that history

sweeps the hesitant before it, but it seems to do so very hesitantly in this country. Otherwise,

how come most of the 1989 solutions in the Pamphle' remain timely, indeed ever more timely

today? The Pamphleí recommended that the tax system should be simplified and its

progressiveness should be removed. Recent measures have simplified it to some extent, but

on the eve of EU entry, it is still replete with countless exceptions. The proposal for

removing the progressiveness of taxation has not even been considered. The passions over

the budget deficit are as timely today as they were when the Pamphlet was written. Restoring

the balance of the budget, which the author of the Parnpbler noted was just a matter of

government will and determination, remains the most urgent of tasks in 2003.

Pamphlets are not Benera|Iy expected to last forever. A pamphlet is the child of a

moment, quickly overtaken by events and soon forgotten. János Kornai was able to give the

Benre a ne,w content, and in doing so, he,was not only helped by the hesitant ambiguity of

economic-policy practice. His pamphlet might just as easily have borne the epithet'sober

and considered'as 'passionate'. Going beyond the Pamphlet,hiswhole life's work seems to

have embodied the rebellion of common sense.

The synthesis and framework of that rebellion appears in his great anatomy of the

socialist system, which in Hungarianbears the subtitle 'A Critical Political Economy'. This

refers to the essence of political economy. The work is not simply a summa ry of his life's

work. It shows through a new prism what we (largely thanks to János Kornai) know about

socialism . The Socialist Systempresents shortage, forced growth, labour shortage, the soft

budget constraint, i.e. all that has been presented in Kornait earlier works, as refracted by

political relations. But how well do we rea|Iy know the socialist system? Can we really get to

know it without considering its power structure, the key to its comprehension? János Kornai

says not. 'The key to an understanding of the socialist system,'he says, 'is to examine the

structure ofpouer... In my opinion, the characteristics of the powerstructure are preciselythe

source from which the chief regularities of the system can be deduced.'*



The domestic reception of this work, which created a big stir internationally, was

tempered by the false impression that it concerned a period of history that had been

concluded and left behind, no analysis of which, however deeply considered, was going to

help us here and now. Flowever, in spite of its subject, this work is about the present d^y.

The power stnrcture that Kornai takes as his starting point is in the past only in the specific

form in which it appeared. The strong path dependence, which seems perhaps stronger than

usual in this region, explains many things about the incomplete and ambiguous aspects of

the transition. The past still casts its shadows over the present and still lives with us and

within us. As the well known Polish economist Grzegorz Kolodko put it, 'It is not worth

looking back, because that is not where the past is to be found.'*i

The greaísynthesis, The Socialist System,was not followed by any means by satisfaction

and rest, and that says much about János Kornai the man. Kornai is constantly writing a

sirrgle book, which to borrow a title from Ern Osvát, can be called TIle Book ofDissatisfaction.

Even in his most recent works, he has been poking into hornets'nests. His 1998 book on

health-care reform argues as passionately for breaking up this reserve of bureaucratic

coordination as he did for pushing it back and freeing market forces in the Pampblet. This

work, just like his first piece of writing, is still presenting the untenable consequences of

'over-centralization'. The subject is still the same: lack of competition, declining efficiency,

squandering of resources, dismissal of consumer demands. In other words, it is about the

socialism that still lives among us, in a sector where overcoming it is not just a matter of life

and death in a figurative sense. No less cardinal is the basic question behind the research that

he is directing in conjunction with Susan Rose-Ackerman of Yale lJniversity. In this

programme, bearing the title 'Honesty and Trust: Theory and Experience in the Light of the

Post-Socialist Transition', he is leading a big team of researchers in examining one of the

most sensitive problems at the turn of the millennium.

János Kornai is the most successful and the most influential Hungarian economist. That can

be deduced not only from the countless prizes and marks of international recognition he has

received- from the French Legion of Honour to honorary membership of the Swedish

Academy of Sciences- or simply from the thousands of reviews and still more citations of

his works. It was a mark of respect for him personally, and through him, for all Hungarian

economics (and an opportunity), when the International Economics Society, at its meeting in



Lisbon ín2002, elected him its president. The importance of this is apparent from the fact

that Kornai follows Robert Solow in the chair. Furthermore, he is the first economist from

Eastern Europe to head the organization.Perhaps more important than external recognition

and the impression outward measures of his success is that the author of Shortage and The

Socialist System has fundamentally influenced the thinking of us all. He has radically changed

how we see the world and thereby changed the world itself, the world of those who consider

themselves his pupils, and of those on whom his writings have left an indelible mark, and

also on lay people, who may never have held a work of Kornai's in their hands. 7e all have

to relate ourselves to János Kornai in some way. His life's work is an immovable

triangulation point on our map.

katalin szab
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rtettem - szamodra is fontos, hogy lasd a vegso valtozatot,
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